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Some months ago, a parameter-dependent {p^l-quasi-

spin group was presented by the author ïl]. The interest for consi

dering such a group was partly suggested by the possibility of 

describing, with a reasonable accuracy, the ground state of even 

spherical nuclei with one closed shell by a n-palr wave function 

(£j p. ST) |0> depending upon the real parameters p. (the operators 

S* are the one-orbit quàsi-spin operators [2]). It was stated in 

ref.[l] that the formalism would provide the exact mathematical 

framework to discuss the generalized seniority quantum number of 

refs. 13,4] . The relevance of this point of view has been vigorously 

questionned 15]. For the author of the present paper, the arguments 

developped in ref.( 5] are based on misinterpretation of some uncon

ventional and possibly ambiguous aspects of the work of ref.[ 1]. 

Since the paper 11] under discussion has not yet been published, 

proof is given below that group theoretical considerations can 

effectively be used in place of standard commutator techniques. 

It is shown in ref.11] that (except for the case 

p.=l which is the usual quasi-spin formalism [6]), the particular 

states considered in refs. {3,4] transform according to non-unitary 

representations of the quasi-spin group. It is well known that the 

representations associated with an exact group symmetry of the 

Hamiltonian H must be unitary in order to preserve the norm of the 

scalar product. Because of the non-unitarity of the representations 

of any {p^l}-group , the symmetry under consideration can never be 

an exact symmetry of the Hamiltonian. In other words, and in agree

ment with ref.[5] s all the states of a given (p.^l}-generalized 

seniority basis cannot be simultaneously eigenstates of H. Never

theless, provided the orthogonality is preserved, there is no objec

tion to some states being eigenstatee of H. In refs. 13,4], this 

problem of non-orthogonality was overcome by considering angular 

momentum selection rules. 

The problem studied in refs,[3P4] can be formulated 

as follows : first, introduce operators S^S^PjS* and S_=2. —- S_,si=S* , 

and note that the parameters p. are assumed to be independent of the 

(The parameters p. are normalized acoording to E. P^t* 

2 i fli = °* ïïi^i+1/2). 



3. 

number of particles N (in fact, S + is determined once for all by 
considering the 2-particle system). Then/ define (as in ref.lll) 
generalised seniority states by I (Njp^/V )0> « sj| (v ,{p A},v) > 
and S_| (v ,{p1),v )B> - 0, where q=i(N-vJ . The question then is : 
what are the conditions (C) to be satisfied by the interaction and 
the parameters p ± in order that, for any N, the states |(N,{p,},v) > 
be eigenstates of the Bamiltonian B ? Formulated in this way, the 
problem obviously appears to be very similar to the well known 
problem of having seniority in a single shell ! 7], or usual (p,=l) 
generalized seniority in many shell ( 8], as a good quantum number. 
Effectively, when the conditions (C) are fulfilled, all the states 
of the multiplet (va) are not only eigenstates of H but also of the 
operator H. which is the diagonal part of B in the generalized 
seniority representation. For Pj=l, U is identical with H d which is 
a hermitian operator. For p.^l, B, is not hermitian. However, and 
this important possibility was not considered in ref. 15], in that 
case H is not identical to Hj (otherwise, all the states with diffe
rent generalized seniority v would be eigenstates of H : as *:he 
above discussion concerning unitarity indicates, this is impossible). 
It follows that, except for Pj=l, the conditions (C) cannot be 
identical to the conditions 

[B, P\ = 0 (1) 

where i* = i(S +S_ + S_S+) + S* is the Casimir operator of the {p ±}-
guasi-spin group and S z = - (N-f!). Otherwise, H would be diagonal 
in the generalized seniority representation and there would be no 

With the help of the relations 1 = E
v „I(NifPi),v )0><(N,{p±},v )°| 

ST 9 a ' 
and <lS,lPi},v') I(HftPj^fV l a > = 6(v' ,v„!« o which define the 

s ta tes < (N,{p i ) ,v ) ° | of the dual basis (for p ^ l , <(N,{p 1 } ,v g ) a |>< 

I tH,{p i } ,v ) > ) , the eigenvalue problem 

IB - Bdi.CpjKv ,a)] | W,(Pt).Vg)a> - 0 (Z) 



is expressed as 

<(«,(p 1),v g) a'|H|W,{p 1l tv g) 0> - S(vg,vg)8a(i .E(s,tp1},vg,o) (3) 

How, if use is made of (i) the previously mentioned N'independence 
and (v e) -independence of the parameters p t (ii) the {p^l-tensor 
expansion H • Hj + H^ + Hjj given in ref.Ul liii) the Wlgner-Eckart 
theorem to evaluate the semi-barred matrix elements, it can be 
shown that the relations (3) with tv'ci') f (va) lead to the condi
tions 

[[H,S+I , S+l =. A(S +)* (4a) 

[IH,S +I, 0(v g,{ P i),a)J = XVj.tpj),») S + 0(v g,Cp 1},a) (4b) 

H|(v g,( P i},v g) 0> = E(v g,{ P l}. V g,a)|(v g,{ P i),v g) a> (4c) 

[H,S+!|0> = V, S+|0> (4d) 

which are exactly the conditions CC) of refs.(3,4] (the operator 
QlVg.l-Bi) ,*) is defined by | lvgApt},vg)a> = Olvg,ip±},<i) |0>>. 

When these conditions are fulfilled, the eigenvalue E(N,{p,},v ,a) = 
<(H,{p 1},v g) a|Hl(N,lp 1},v g) 0 l>A(N,{p 1},v g) c (|(N,tp i},v g) c l> is given 
by the semi-barred matrix element 

E(N,{p i),v g,a) = <(N,{p1>,vg)a|H|(ll,{p1},vg)a> 

KT o ( a _ v«) (0-v_+2)-3 (M-8) * 
= A« + S=2_ a" + a a A» (Sa) 

v g-n (Q-vg)(a-vg+2)-3(vg-fl)2 

or, in terms of the number of pairs q » =• (N,v ) 

H(N.{p , ) ,v_ ,a>E(v_ , tp 1 } ,v_ ,o l ) + 2 A ' + 6 V q + S*! q ( q - v ) (5b) 
1 g g i g ( ^ . Q , <vg-o) (vg-a+i) 



with E(v ,{pi),v ,a) » A°+A'+A 2. The coefficients 

A ,-<(v g,{p 1),v g) |H?|(v g,{p 1},v g) a> which are "a priori" I n 
dependent, are Indeed entirely determined by the conditions (4). 
Let us therefore analyse these conditions in terms of the (pi
quas i-spin group properties. 

Prom aq.(4a), one deduces HJ • - ^ (i*-3S*) which 
clearly indicates that the tensor part H; must be diagonal in the 
{p.l-generalized seniority scheme (this is obviously 3 very strong 
condition upon both the interaction and the parameters p, ) . The 
coefficient A* is then easily evaluated. One finds 

— (v„-8)(v„-a+l) (6) 
12 9 g 

The contribution of that diagonal tensor part in eq.\4b) is also 
easily calculated in the same way. One thus obtains X(v ,{pi},a)= 
^v A+ \' (v . { p ^ a ) where X' is the contribution of the vector 
part Kg. More precisely, the condition (4b) can be replaced by 

[[*\s +l, ô(v g,{ P l},a)l = X'(v g,{ P i),o)S + Olvg,{Pi),a) (7) 

where VF Is the two-body part of the vector ter™ Hj (for p,»l, 10=0). 
Since 0(v - t ( P j ) »«) is a rank (v /2) tensor in 

the {p,}-quasl-spin space and w has no diagonal part (see ref.tl)), 
this condition cannot oe fulfilled unless >. ' (v ,{p,) ,a)=0. There
fore, and in agreement with refs.13,4 ] 

X(v g,{ P i>,o) - i » , » (8) 

In order to obtain more precise information about the vector part 
Hj, we (i) multiply each side of eq.(4d) by ôlv ,{p1),o) (ii) 
apply each side of eq.(4b) to the vacuum state |0> (this Is possi
ble since eq. (4b) contains creation operators only). Summing the 
two new equations and using the explicit expression of H|, one 



obtains -/7 Hj|(v g»{P 1>iV g) a>- [V.+ § (8-1)18+|(v g,{p i},v g) a> 
from which one deduces 

HlH» g.lPi>.v g) a> - IV, + i (!i-l)]S2|(v ,{ P l>,v )a> 

A>. = i |v.+ i (fl-l)l (v-G) 
2 2 g 

(9) 

Hence, and in agreement with refa(3,4), the expression (5b) writes 

E(N,fp 1),v g,a) = E(v g,{ P l} tv g,a)+(V,+ i v g4 )q+ i q(q-l) (10) 

One has thus the following result : if conditions (4) are satisfied 
for a given multiplet ( v a ) , each K-particle state | (N,{pi>,v )a> 

is an eigenstate of both the operators H and Ha-Hj+lVo+ -|&(S)-1))SZ 

- 4 (2 2-3S|). Considering the v =0 multiplet, this operator H d is 
shown to be identical with the diagonal part of H (see eqs.(6.7, 
6.9, 6.12) and Appendix D of ref.(ll) and is generally not hermi-
tlan. 

As usual, the relation (H-IK) | (N,{p. ),v ) >=0 does not 
imply the operator equality H=H,. For PJ?*1 , this possibility of 
having Hi*Ha follows from the existence of the non-diagonal 2-body ope
rator w in the vector term Hj. Let us shown this in the simple 
example of the generalized seniority ;v =0 states. In this case, 
the operator O is simply the identity operator so that eqs. Mc) 
and (4b) -or eq.(7)- are automatically satisfied. Therefore 
appears only in eq. (4d) which, for p ^ l , does not require H^=0 but 
simply that the coupling between the 2-particle v =0 and v =2 
subspaces vanishes. As a matter of fact, the vanishing of this 
coupling is due to a cancellation between the non-diagonal one-body 
part of the vector term Hj and the contribution of the J=0 multi-
pole of VT. Thus, for the v =0 states, H^H^W* but W* does not 
contribute to the energy relation (10). 

In general, the existence of a solution of eqs. 
(4) for p ^ l is subject to the necessary condition w'Vo. In fact, 
it is easily seen that the assumption w"»Q in eqs.(4) leads to 
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the equality H=Hj. For p ^ O , H cannot be identical to H, and the 
condition follows. The existence of a solution for v >0 is 

g 
thus governed by the possibility of satisfying the eg.(7) with 
A'-O without requiring W^-0. Let us show this for the case of the 
generalized seniority v_=l states. In that case, the double commu
tator (|r»S +] ,ct I is a sum of linearly Independent terms contai
ning 3-creation operators. Eg.(7) with X'«0 requires then the 
coefficient of each term to vanish identically. As can be shown, 
and in agreement with refs.[3,4] , this cannot be the case unless 
W^»0, i.e. p ±=l (as long as the pair S + is assumed to be (vgci)-
independent, the present conclusion for the generalized seniority 
v s l states is in contradiction with an assertion of ref.(l))* 

Thus, dealing exclusively with group algebra» we 
have shown for p ^ l that the states of refs.[3,4l, when they exist, 
(1) transform according to non-unitary representations of the quasi-
spin group (ii) are simultaneously eigenstates of H and of the 
non-hermitian diagonal operator H d and that, necessarily, H^H^. 
The N-independent excitation energy of the physical generalized 
seniority states follows from these properties. 

In this paper, we have dealt exclusively with 
questions concerning the possibility of having generalized seniority 
states as exact eigenstates of H. He may add that, in refs.[ 1,9], 
a numerical study of how accurately the usual residual interactions 
satisfy the relations (4) was presented for the generalized senio
rity v «0 states. 

g 
Finally, it must be pointed out that one of the 

interests of discussing the model of refs.f3,4] in the context of 
group algebra lies in the possibility of describing some collec
tive states as states which transform according to non-unitary 
representations of the quasi-spin group. The application of this 
idea to other groups might be a problem worth investigating. 
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